INTRODUCTION
The process by which the brain transforms sensory inputs into perceptual events often begins before physical contact with the sensory stimulus (Freeman, 1979; Friston, 2005a; McMains et al., 2007; Mesulam, 2008; Mumford, 1992; Sylvester et al., 2009; Wald and Wolfowitz, 1949) . Knowledge and experience set expectations for what is likely-but not yet-to be encountered, helping to augment the speed and accuracy of subsequent perceptual judgments. These predictive representations confer distinct behavioral advantages upon organisms aiming to survive in complex, noisy, and unpredictable sensory environments.
How predictive perceptual information is encoded in the brain is not well understood. Several influential models of sensory perception have centered on the idea that the brain generates stimulus templates or ''search images'' in advance of a stimulus encounter (Freeman, 1981; Friston, 2003; Mumford, 1992) . According to such mechanisms, a sensory percept is instantiated through an interaction between the prestimulus template and the incoming sensory input. Multiple studies have found effects of anticipatory attention in the visual and auditory systems (Kastner et al., 1999; Kumar and Sedley, 2011; Luck et al., 1997; Ress et al., 2000) , and more recently, effects of anticipatory attention or top-down search have also been found for specific visual objects in higher-order visual cortex (Esterman and Yantis, 2010; Peelen et al., 2009; Stokes et al., 2009; Summerfield et al., 2006) .
By comparison, research on predictive coding in the olfactory system has been scant at best. Given that odor objects are routinely experienced within a highly odiferous background (Gottfried, 2010; Stevenson and Wilson, 2007) , it follows that mechanisms to steer selective attention toward an odor of interest, and away from an odor of no interest, would be essential for overcoming sensory noise in the olfactory environment. In an early model of olfactory perception (Freeman, 1981) , Walter Freeman postulated that spatiotemporally distributed ''search images'' in the rabbit olfactory bulb provide an active filter that selectively enhances perceptual sensitivity to expected odors, without impairing responsiveness to unattended odors (Freeman, 1983) . He concluded that ''rabbits smell what they expect, not what they sniff.'' More recent electrophysiological recordings in rodents have identified prestimulus anticipatory events not only in the bulb, but also in piriform cortex and orbitofrontal cortex (Kay and Freeman, 1998; Schoenbaum and Eichenbaum, 1995) , implying that well before an odor arrives, much of the olfactory system generates a prediction about the upcoming stimulus. Finally, in human piriform cortex, attention to olfactory content evokes baseline deviations in fMRI activity (Zelano et al., 2005) , although it is unclear whether these changes merely reflect a general attentional gain or reflect feature-based predictive codes about specific odors.
Olfactory studies in humans and other animals increasingly show that cortical representations of odor in piriform cortex are encoded as spatially distributed ensembles (Freeman, 1979; Haberly, 1985; Haberly, 2001; Hasselmo et al., 1990; Howard et al., 2009; Illig and Haberly, 2003; Kay and Stopfer, 2006; Martin et al., 2004; Spors and Grinvald, 2002; Stettler and Axel, 2009; Wilson and Stevenson, 2003) evolving over a time span of seconds (Rennaker et al., 2007) . Therefore, on the basis of these observations, we combined an olfactory attentional search task with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) techniques and pattern-based multivariate analyses to test three hypotheses following from the predictive coding model: (1) odorspecific predictive codes in the human olfactory brain are established prior to stimulus onset and take the form of spatially distributed templates or ''search images''; (2) ensemble activity patterns should evolve in space and time over the course of a trial, such that predictive coding gives way to stimulus coding from pre-to postodor onset; and (3) a legitimate prestimulus predictive template should be able to predict olfactory behavioral performance in the post-stimulus period.
Subjects participated in a simple olfactory fMRI task in which they decided whether a particular predetermined target smell was present on each trial. In target A runs, subjects determined whether odor A was present, and in target B runs, subjects determined whether odor B was present. Stimuli consisted of odor A alone (A), odor B alone (B), or a binary mixture of odors A and B (AB), resulting in six conditions: target A with stimulus A, B, or AB (AjA, AjB, AjAB), and target B with stimulus A, B, or AB (BjA, BjB, BjAB) (Figure 1) . Importantly, the physical characteristics of the stimuli were identical across runs, ensuring that the only differing aspect between target A and target B runs was the attentional focus of the subject. By comparing conditions with the ''target'' held constant, to conditions with the ''stimulus'' held constant, we were able to look for target-related and stimulus-related activity patterns and observe how those patterns evolved from pre-to poststimulus. Principal regions of interest (ROIs) included anterior piriform cortex (APC), posterior piriform cortex (PPC), orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), and mediodorsal thalamus (MDT), areas that have been previously implicated in human imaging studies of odor quality coding Howard et al., 2009) , odor imagery (Bensafi et al., 2007; Djordjevic et al., 2005) , odor localization , olfactory working memory (Zelano et al., 2009) , and olfactory and gustatory attentional modulation (Plailly et al., 2008; Veldhuizen et al., 2007; Zelano et al., 2005) .
RESULTS

Olfactory Selective Attention Biases Behavioral Performance and Enhances Response Times
During a given target run (either A or B), subjects were cued to sniff and to indicate as accurately and quickly as possible whether the odor stimulus (A, B, or AB) contained the target note. Behavioral data were analyzed with a two-way repeatedmeasures ANOVA, with factors ''target'' (two levels) and ''stimulus'' (three levels). There was no main effect of target on performance accuracy: subjects identified the target equally well on both A and B runs (F 1,11 = 0.54; p = 0.478) (Figure 2A ). In contrast, a significant main effect of odor stimulus was observed (F 1.83,20.11 = 10.08; p = 0.001), whereby subjects were less accurate on stimulus AB trials than on stimulus A and B trials (A versus AB: T 11 = 4.39, p = 0.001; B versus AB: T 11 = 3.96, p < 0.002).
Interestingly, although mean accuracy was comparable for A and B odor stimuli (T 11 = 0.46, p = 0.6), there was a significant stimulus-by-target interaction (F 1.88,20.67 = 8.951 ; p = 0.002), such that accuracy on target A runs was higher (at trend) for stimulus A than for stimulus B (T 11 = 2.0, p < 0.07), and accuracy on target B runs was higher for stimulus B than for stimulus A (T 11 = 4.0, p < 0.002) (Figure 2A) . In other words, subjects made fewer errors on congruent trials in which the target was present in the stimulus (i.e., AjA and BjB), compared to incongruent trials in which the target was not present (i.e., AjB and BjA). This effect is summarized in Figure 2B (congruent versus incongruent: T 11 = 3.35, p < 0.006). Moreover, reaction times were significantly faster on congruent trials when the target note was present in the stimulus compared to incongruent trials when it was not (T 11 = 3.01, p < 0.01) ( Figure 2C ), highlighting the effect of our attentional manipulation on behavior. Although several studies have found evidence for a general effect of attending to olfactory versus nonolfactory sensory modalities (Plailly et al., 2008; Sabri et al., 2005; Spence et al., 2001; Zelano et al., 2005) , our results imply that selective attention within the olfactory modality also exists, which has been previously debated (Laing and Glemarec, 1992; Takiguchi et al., 2008) .
Because of the known influence of sniffing on olfactory activation patterns in humans (Mainland and Sobel, 2006) , we also examined condition-specific respiratory patterns across subjects and confirmed that there was no effect of attended target (F 1,11 = 1.007, p = 0.159), odor stimulus (F 1,11.01 = 0.73, p = 0.411), or target-by-stimulus interaction (F 1,11 = 0.914, p = 0.36) on inspiratory sniff volume (data not shown). Thus, the only salient cognitive difference between target A and target B runs was the attentional focus of the subject. (A) Subjects took part in an olfactory attentional search paradigm that conformed to a two-way factorial design in which either odor target or odorant stimulus was varied. (B) At the start of each fMRI run, subjects were informed whether the target smell would be odor A or odor B for that run. On a given trial, a countdown cue began 3 s prior to sniff (thick black bar), then one of the odor stimuli was presented and subjects indicated whether the assigned target odor was present in the stimulus (''y'' or ''n'').
Prestimulus Ensemble Patterns in Olfactory Cortex
Reflect the Odor Target We first examined whether odor-specific ensemble patterns were formed prior to the arrival of the stimulus. The central hypothesis was that prior to odor onset, spatial activity patterns would be more correlated between same-target conditions than between different-target conditions in brain regions encoding the odor target. Thus for example, if a given ROI reflected the targeted note, the prestimulus pattern in response to condition AjA would correlate more strongly to AjB (same target but different stimulus) than to BjA (different target but same stimulus). Conversely, in a region encoding the actual odor stimulus, the pattern in response to condition AjA would correlate more strongly to BjA (same stimulus but different target) than to AjB (different stimulus but same target). In this manner, one could test a distinct contrast (same target/different stimulus correlations versus same stimulus/different target correlations) to look for both target-related and stimulus-related effects, both before and after odor onset ( Figure 3A ). These analyses were computed for target A runs and for target B runs in the preand poststimulus time bins and entered into a three-way repeated-measures ANOVA with the factors ''target run'' (A or B), ''pattern type'' (target-related or stimulus-related pattern), and ''time'' (pre-or poststimulus onset). Because no region exhibited a significant effect of target run (all p's > 0.2), data are shown collapsed across A and B runs (for non-collapsed data, see Figure S1 ).
In line with the idea that prestimulus, odor-specific patterns exist in the olfactory system, fMRI ensemble correlations between same-target conditions were significantly higher than (A) Overall detection accuracy for the target odor did not significantly differ across A and B runs, although performance was better with A and B stimuli than with the AB stimulus mixture (mix.). A cross-over interaction was observed, in which subjects were more accurate on target A runs when the stimulus was A (congruent condition; cong.) rather than B (incongruent condition; incong.) and were more accurate on target B runs when the stimulus was B (cong.) rather than A (incong.). Error bars denote between-subject SEM for each comparison. (B) Performance accuracy, collapsed across A and B runs, was significantly higher when the target was present in the stimulus (cong.) compared to when the target was not present (incong.). Error bars denote between-subject SEM for each comparison. (C) Reaction times followed a similar profile, such that subjects were faster for congruent trials compared to incongruent trials. *p < 0.05.
correlations between different-target conditions ( Figure 3B ). In APC and OFC, there was a significant effect of pattern type (APC: F 1,11 = 30.933, p < 0.0001; OFC: F 1,11 = 13.437, p < 0.004) in the target direction, whereby same-target conditions were more correlated than different-target conditions (APC: T 11 = 5.6, p < 0.0001; OFC: T 11 = 3.67, p < 0.003). In APC, there was also a significant pattern type-by-time interaction (F 1,11 = 5.79, p < 0.035) in which the same-target (compared to different-target) correlations were larger in the prestimulus bin than in the poststimulus bin (pre: T 11 = 6.3, p < 0.0001; post: T 11 = 1.99, p < 0.07). There was no such interaction in OFC (p = 0.3). Neither MDT nor PPC exhibited a significant main effect of pattern type or time (p's > 0.1).
fMRI Patterns in PPC Evolve from Prestimulus Target Representations to Poststimulus Odor Representations
Although PPC exhibited no main effect of pattern type (either in the target direction or the stimulus direction), there was a significant pattern type-by-time interaction (F 1,11 = 22.702, p < 0.001). Follow-up t tests revealed a double dissociation, such that same-target conditions were more correlated than differenttarget conditions before stimulus onset (T 11 = 2.6, p < 0.02), but same-stimulus conditions were more correlated than differentstimulus conditions after stimulus onset (T 11 = À5.45, p < 0.001) ( Figure 3B ).
To directly visualize how the informational content of the fMRI signal changes over time and across different regions, we plotted the mean correlations between same-target conditions (e.g., AjA to AjB) and between same-stimulus conditions (e.g., AjA to BjA) separately for each time point in the trial (Figure 4 ). Within APC and OFC, target-specific patterns emerged early in the prestimulus period, and in the case of APC, this effect significantly persisted for several seconds into the poststimulus period. In contrast, target-specific patterns in PPC were identified prior to odor onset, but these gave way to stimulus-specific patterns later in the trial.
Prestimulus Patterns in PPC Take the Form of Behaviorally Relevant Odor Templates
Although the above data provide robust evidence for olfactory predictive patterns, direct confirmation that these codes are perceptual templates or ''search images'' of the actual odor requires that the search pattern for a given odor (prior to stimulus onset) correlates with the actual evoked pattern for that odor (following stimulus onset). To test this idea, we hypothesized that if the observed search pattern did in fact resemble the actual pattern in response to that specific odor, then the prestimulus and poststimulus activity patterns in PPC would be more correlated in trials in which the stimulus matched the target than when the stimulus did not match the target. In agreement with this hypothesis, we found higher correlations between pre-and post- (A) We made use of a single comparison (same target/ different stimulus versus same stimulus/different target) to look for both target-related effects (green) and stimulusrelated effects (blue). These comparisons were computed for all target A runs (AjA compared to AjB versus BjA; AjAB compared to AjA versus BjAB) and for all target B runs (BjB compared to BjA versus AjB; BjAB compared to BjB versus AjAB), both before and after odor onset. (B) Target-and stimulus-related effects were computed by testing whether multivoxel correlations between sametarget/different-stimulus conditions (green bars) differed from different-target/same-stimulus conditions (blue bars). Same-target correlations significantly exceeded differenttarget correlations in APC and OFC both before and after stimulus arrival. In PPC, same-target conditions were more correlated than different-target conditions before stimulus onset, but same-stimulus conditions were more correlated than different-stimulus conditions after stimulus onset. *p < 0.05. Error bars denote between-subject SEM for each comparison.
stimulus patterns in PPC for target/stimulus matching (versus nonmatching) trials ( Figure 5 ) (T 11 = 1.8, p < 0.04; binomial test, p < 0.003). Thus the prestimulus pattern observed in PPC does in fact appear to be quite literally an odor template, that is, a stimulus-specific perceptual signature of the anticipated odor in the absence of any stimulus.
We next reasoned that if prestimulus odor templates exist, they should help augment olfactory perception. To this end, we regressed the strength of template formation (as indexed by the magnitude of the pre-odor correlation between same-target conditions) against performance accuracy on the olfactory search task, on a subject-wise basis. Put differently, we tested the hypothesis that subjects who generated more robust odor-target templates would be able to identify the target odor more accurately. In agreement with this prediction, the magnitude of the prestimulus effect in PPC was significantly correlated with task accuracy (Figure 6 ) (R = 0.64, p = 0.02). Furthermore, the degree to which same-target correlations exceeded different-target correlations also correlated with task accuracy (R = 0.66, p = 0.01). By comparison, prestimulus ensemble patterns in APC and OFC had no demonstrable relationship to behavior (p's > 0.07), indicating that the availability of predictive codes for guiding olfactory perceptual decisions specifically resides in PPC.
A Univariate fMRI Index of Prediction Error in MDT
Recent theoretical models of sensory perception (Friston, 2005b; Rao and Ballard, 1999) place high importance on hierarchical processing and prediction error: predictions reflect the top-down flow in the cortical hierarchy while prediction error Neuron Predictive Templates in Posterior Piriform Cortex reflects the bottom-up flow of afferent sensory information. Interestingly, findings from univariate fMRI analyses commonly show that an expected (versus unexpected) percept elicits lower mean activity in sensory-related regions, a differential effect that has been attributed to prediction error signaling (Summerfield and Egner, 2009 ). Therefore, we conducted a complementary univariate imaging analysis to look for evidence of error signaling in our data (Figure 7 ). fMRI activation in MDT was significantly reduced in response to expected trials compared to unexpected trials (T 11 = 2.41, p < 0.03), suggesting this region may participate in generating a prediction error signal. By comparison, there were no significant differences in APC, PPC, or OFC (p's > 0.2).
DISCUSSION
The vast majority of natural, real-world odors are encountered in the presence of other competing smells. Thus, on any given inhalation, the olfactory system faces the challenge of disambiguating salient odor objects from other odors present in the background (Linster et al., 2007) . On top of this challenge, human olfactory perception is both temporally and spatially impoverished (Sela and Sobel, 2010) , implying that attentional capture may be insoluble for the olfactory system (Laing and Glemarec, 1992) . By utilizing fMRI multivariate analyses in conjunction with an odor search task, we were able to show that odorspecific ensemble patterns emerge prior to odor stimulation and (in PPC) reliably predict subsequent behavioral performance. These findings provide robust evidence for object-based attentional mechanisms that directly impact on odor perception.
Separation of the fMRI time series into pre-and poststimulus bins enabled us to identify ensemble patterns of activity both before and after odor arrival. Before the sniff and in the absence of odor, olfactory ensemble codes in APC and OFC were specific for the attended odor target, rather than being a general effect of attention, indicating that subjects can generate feature-specific information about an odor prior to its receipt. After odor onset, target-related patterns in APC and OFC persisted for up to several seconds, irrespective of the actual identity of the delivered odor. These findings indicate that the ensemble activity in APC and OFC more closely resemble what is being sought-out rather that what is being delivered to the nose. That much of the olfactory system smells what it expects rather than what it sniffs is closely reflected in our behavioral data (Figure 2 ). Stimulus-specific expectations induced corresponding response biases during odor sampling: subjects misclassified a given stimulus more often when preceded by an incongruent target cue, for example, mistaking odor B for odor A when searching for A. Similarly, reaction times were slower when subjects expected one odor but received another.
By comparison, in PPC, target-related ensemble codes before odor onset gave way to stimulus-specific codes after odor onset, whereby activity patterns more closely resembled what was 
Figure 4. The Temporal Evolution of Predictive Codes and Stimulus Representations Differs across Olfactory Cortical Regions
(A) In all three regions, correlations increase prior to stimulus arrival for sametarget conditions (blue lines) and remain elevated over same-stimulus conditions (red lines) in APC and OFC. In contrast, the correlation time course in PPC exhibits two peaks: an early peak for same-target conditions and then a later peak for same-stimulus conditions, reflecting the observed double dissociation between pattern type (target versus stimulus) and time (pre versus post) in this region. Each plotted point represents the mean over two consecutive TRs. Black stars indicate time points at which same-target correlations exceed same-stimulus correlations; black diamonds indicate time points at which same-stimulus correlations exceed same-target correlations (at p < 0.05). Error bars denote between-subject SEM for each comparison.
(B) For better visualization of these effects, the correlation difference between the blue and red lines in panel A was plotted for each region at each time-point (ST(r), same-target r-value; and SS(r), same-stimulus r-value). A shift in pattern coding from target to stimulus is apparent in PPC at the crossing of the x axis. Red stars, significant target-related effect; red diamonds, significant stimulusrelated effect; p < 0.05. delivered rather than what was being expected (Figures 3 and 4) . This response profile implies that PPC plays a highly dynamic role at the interface between sensation, expectation, and perception. Insofar as the pre-stimulus target patterns (e.g., odor A target) and the poststimulus odor patterns (e.g., odor A stimulus) shared significant pattern overlap in PPC ( Figure 5 ), our findings directly show that predictive ''templates'' or ''search images'' are represented here. That the robustness of predictive coding in PPC facilitated odor perception in a stimulus-specific manner (compare to Figure 6 ) further underscores the key involvement of this brain area in generating spatially distributed templates with literal functional correspondence to the actual odor patterns, in accordance with longstanding anatomical and computational models of piriform function (Freeman and Schneider, 1982; Haberly, 2001; Hasselmo et al., 1990; Ojima et al., 1984; Wilson and Stevenson, 2003) . Curiously, the relevance of persisting target patterns in APC and OFC to odor perception is unclear given that these patterns (unlike those in PPC) did not correlate with behavior. It is important to note that the subjects in our study performed relatively slowly on this task, taking between 3 and 4 s on average to make a decision. Therefore, it is plausible that within this postsniff time frame, an ongoing trace in APC may have helped optimize the attentional search, without itself correlating directly with perceptual performance. Ultimately, how these prestimulus codes in APC and OFC influence odor perception remains unresolved.
Human psychophysical and neuroimaging studies increasingly indicate that olfactory perception benefits from odor imagery and cognitive modulation. For example, imagination of a specific smell alters sniffing behavior, enhances odor detection accuracy, and elicits fMRI activations in anterior (frontal) piriform cortex and posterior OFC (Bensafi et al., 2007; Bensafi et al., 2003; Djordjevic et al., 2004; Djordjevic et al., 2005) . Similarly, contextual presentation of nonolfactory semantic information, such as pictures or word labels, modifies both odor perception and OFC response profiles in a stimulus-specific manner (de Araujo et al., 2005; Gottfried and Dolan, 2003; Herz and von Clef, 2001; Herz, 2003) . The formation of olfactory predictive templates in APC, PPC, and OFC that precede-and in some cases persist beyond-onset of the stimulus, as shown here, represents a plausible unifying neural mechanism to explain the widespread modulatory effects of imagery and context on how an odor is perceived.
Recent theoretical perspectives make the case that predicting the appearance of particular stimulus features (i.e., ''predictive coding'') is mechanistically distinct from prioritizing detection of expected features as a result of their task relevance (i.e., ''feature-based attention'') (Summerfield and Egner, 2009 ). In the visual system for example, both processes will lead to behavioral gains in stimulus recognition, but will exert opposing effects on neural activity in regions representing the stimulus (Summerfield and Egner, 2009). Although our experimental design cannot formally distinguish between predictive coding and featurebased attention per se, the mean fMRI signal decrease in MDT after delivery of expected versus unexpected odor stimuli (compare to Figure 7 ) is compatible with predictive coding models and highlights a potential important role for this region in generating a prediction error signal. As a region that receives both topdown information from OFC and bottom-up input from PPC (Ray and Price, 1992) , MDT is ideally positioned to compute an error signal by directly comparing predictions with inputs. Its reciprocal connectivity with APC, PPC, and OFC also means that MDT would be able to communicate this error signal to these other regions for purposes of updating these predictions.
More broadly, our imaging data dovetail nicely with studies on anticipatory attention in the visual and auditory systems (Esterman and Yantis, 2010; Kastner et al., 1999; Kumar and Sedley, 2011; Luck et al., 1997; Peelen et al., 2009; Ress et al., 2000; Summerfield et al., 2006) and imply that the brain generates predictive codes of the surrounding environment, no matter the modality. In showing that the representational content of predictive codes in PPC corresponds to the activity pattern elicited by the actual expected stimulus, our data extend earlier findings confirming mean signal changes in sensory-relevant regions. Our results generally draw out the physiological distinctions between the olfactory and visual systems, in that odor search maps in PPC are only two synapses downstream from the nasal periphery, whereas search maps in the visual modality are found much further along in the processing hierarchy (Peelen et al., 2009; Stokes et al., 2009; Summerfield et al., 2006) . Nevertheless, the functional similarities between these two modalities lend further support to the notion of piriform cortex as a higher-order associative brain area, akin to visual associative areas in the inferior temporal lobe.
On a final clinical note, our data offer an intriguing potential explanation for the early olfactory dysfunction commonly described in patients with schizophrenia. Deficits in odor identification are one of the earliest symptoms to appear in schizophrenic patients, and the extent of perceptual impairment predicts poorer functional outcome (Good et al., 2010; Stevenson et al., 2011) . Given that the positive symptoms of schizophrenia may be the result of a disruption in predictive coding mechanisms (Fletcher and Frith, 2009) , our data may serve to unite olfactory findings in schizophrenic patients with general models of the mechanisms underlying this disease. The extent to which PPC ensemble overlap was greater for same-target conditions than for different-target conditions was also positively correlated with performance, on a subject-by-subject basis. Note that each dot represents one subject.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Subjects
Thirteen subjects (six women; age range, 19 to 23 years) participated in the fMRI study. All provided written informed consent to participate in procedures approved by the Northwestern University Institutional Review Board. Participants were screened for abnormal sense of smell or taste, history of neurological or psychiatric disease, history of nasal disorders, allergic rhinitis or sinusitis, or MRI counterindications. One subject was excluded from analyses as a result of technical problems with the olfactometer.
Odorants and Odorant Delivery
Odorants were delivered by an MRI-compatible, eight-channel computercontrolled air-dilution olfactometer (airflow set at 10 L/min), which permits rapid delivery of single-component odorants and binary (two-odorant) mixtures in the absence of tactile, thermal, or auditory cues, custom-built in our lab and modified from prior designs . Odorant stimuli consisted of methyl-3-nonenoate (A) and 1-hexanol (B), as well as a control odorant, cinnamaldehyde (C) (see Experimental Procedures), either presented individually or as binary combinations (i.e., A+B, A+C, B+C) to subjects through a nasal mask (Respironics, Murrysville, PA) that was comfortably affixed around the nose. Odorants were selected that were relatively familiar and easily discriminable from each other. All mixtures were of equal proportional concentration such that the same amount of the single compound was delivered in mixtures as when it was delivered alone, air-diluted at 40% saturation (i.e., 4 l/min of neat-concentration odorant and 6 l/min of air).
Respiratory Monitoring
Sniffs were recorded online during scanning via the nasal mask, by means of a pneumatotachograph (spirometer) that relayed respiratory-induced changes in mask pressure to an amplifier (AD Instruments, Milford, MA).
Experimental Design
Just prior to placing subjects into the scanner, we administered odorants A and B through the olfactometer and asked subjects to verbally rate the intensity of each odor on a scale from 1 to 10. The olfactometer flow settings were then adjusted until intensity ratings were matched. This also allowed subjects to become familiar with the two odors, which would be the designated target smells during the imaging experiment. Each scanning session consisted of 6 blocks of 32 trials (11 min per block). Before each block, the subject was informed of the identity of the target odor and was given a sample of the target. On each trial, subjects were prompted to sniff by a visually presented countdown (''3, 2, 1, SNIFF''), at which time an odor was presented. Subjects then responded by pushbutton to indicate The group-averaged mean percent signal change is plotted over time within each ROI. In MDT, unexpected conditions elicited a higher response magnitude than did expected conditions. Error bars denote between-subject SEM for each comparison.
whether or not the trial contained the target (Figure 1) . The target for a given run consisted of odor A, odor B, or odor A+B. Because a three-level ANOVA of A, B, and A+B blocks indicated that behavioral performance was significantly lower on the target A+B blocks (F 1.60,17.62 = 5.558; p = 0.018), the target A+B conditions were excluded from further analysis. Thus comparisons were restricted to target A and target B conditions, where performance did not differ (F 1.00,11.00 = 0.54; p = 0.478). Block and trial order were pseudorandomly balanced across subjects. On each trial, subjects received odor A alone, odor B alone, odor A+B, odor A+C, or odor B+C. The A+B stimulus condition was included so that we could look at trials in which the stimulus was identical (i.e., A+B), and only the attentional focus of the subject differed (either the A note or the B note). The A+C and B+C conditions were included as catch trials to ensure that subjects could not simply adopt a strategy to answer ''yes'' every time a mixture was presented. Due to time constraints, there was not a sufficient number of catch trials included to perform reliable statistical analyses of these events.
Each condition type was delivered an equal number of times per target block. Importantly, the stimulus content was identical across runs; only the identity of the target (and therefore the attentional search focus of the subject) differed across blocks. In this way, we were able to look for attention-driven sensory-specific responses by comparing the fMRI time series in same-target versus different-target conditions.
Each scanning session also included a 7 th block of an ''odor localizer'' task, consisting of 18 trials of an odor detection task (Li et al., 2008) . Results from this scan were used only for voxel selection in subsequent analyses.
Acquisition Parameters and Defining ROIs
All fMRI data were collected on a Siemens Trio 3T MRI scanner, with a twelvechannel head coil and an integrated parallel acquisition technique known as GRAPPA (GeneRalized Autocalibrating Partially Parallel Acquisition) so that signal recovery in medial temporal and basal frontal regions was improved (Li et al., 2006) . Imaging parameters included: TR, 1.51 s; TE, 20 ms; slice thickness, 2 mm; gap, 1 mm; in-plane resolution, 1.72 3 1.72 mm; field of view, 220 3 220 mm, matrix size, 128 3 120 mm. Image acquisition was tilted at 30 to further reduce susceptibility artifact in olfactory areas. A total of 24 slices per volume were collected to ensure adequate coverage of olfactory brain regions. In addition to the functional scans, a T1-weighted whole-brain anatomical scan at 1 mm 3 resolution was acquired for the purpose of outlining regions of interest (ROIs). An additional lower-resolution anatomical scan was acquired with the same slice protocol as the functional scans, to aid with realignment of the functional data to the high resolution whole-brain anatomical image. Data were analyzed with mrVista (http://white.stanford.edu/software/) and Matlab. First, we defined olfactory cortical areas by outlining ROIs of anterior piriform cortex (APC), posterior piriform cortex (PPC), mediodorsal thalamus (MDT), and orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) on each subject's T1-weighted anatomical scan, with reference to a human brain atlas (Mai et al., 1997) . Following our prior techniques (Howard et al., 2009) , the anatomical landmark used for delineating the caudal extent of APC from the rostral extent of PPC was defined as the location in the coronal T1 sections where the medial temporal and basal frontal lobes first join together. Construction of the ROIs was performed before any further analysis, and in the absence of functional results. Because one subject's acquisition did not fully cover MDT, this particular ROI could not be analyzed for that subject.
In a subsequent step, we set out to functionally restrict the ROIs to voxels that were activated during the localizer scan. First, we converted the time series in each ROI into percent signal change by dividing each by its mean response and multiplying by 100. Then, for each subject we calculated an activation mask to filter out voxels for which we had no signal. We produced images of the average response across all time points at each voxel. Because voxels in gray and white matter have a significantly different mean response than voxels in bone or air, we were able to filter voxels on the basis of their mean response to include only voxels for which we had signal (Zelano et al., 2007) . This eliminated voxels that were in regions of high susceptibility, particularly near the ventral frontal and temporal surface of cortex.
Second, for each subject we produced a noise mask similar to the first, which calculated the standard deviation of the response at each voxel. This mask also discriminated between regions of high susceptibility and brain tissue and further excluded voxels with high noise, such as voxels on large blood vessels.
Third, we restricted each subject's anatomical ROI to those voxels that responded to odor stimulation on the localizer task. This was calculated by correlating the response at each voxel following an odorant event with a standard hemodynamic response function used by mrVista software. By calculating the correlation of each voxel to an expected hemodynamic response function, and the statistical significance of this correlation, we were able to produce a statistical parametric map of the responsiveness of each voxel to odorants. To limit the anatomical ROIs to ''odorant'' responsive voxels, we excluded all voxels whose correlation to the hemodynamic response function had a statistical significance value higher than p = 0.01. Subsequent analysis proceeded with these functionally restricted ROIs. As indicated in Supplemental Information, despite differences in the numbers of voxels included in each ROI, there was no evidence that the significant patterns were more likely to emerge for ROIs containing higher numbers of voxels ( Figure S2 ).
Time Series Analysis
The single-trial fMRI time-series in each voxel of each ROI for each condition were first baseline-corrected by subtracting the mean fMRI activity in the interval from three TRs pre-sniff to one TR pre-sniff. Note that this procedure had no effect on the spatiotemporal profile of the response. We then averaged across trials, and defined two intervals of interest (time 0 being stimulus onset) in each event-related time series, one extending from À3 TR-0 TR (pre-stimulus bin) and another from 3 TR-6 TR (post-stimulus bin). Our rationale for defining these bins was principally based on including as many pre-stimulus TRs (4 TRs, or $6 s) as was reasonably possible before the pre-stimulus bin began to encroach on the end of the previous trial. The post-stimulus bin was designed to span the main fMRI response peak, which generally occurs 4-5 s after the stimulus onset, with a 4-TR width set to ensure that the pooled variance over the interval was matched for pre-and post-bins. We then created pre-stimulus and post-stimulus vectors for each subject containing the mean activity in the two time-bins for each voxel. Note that increasing the post-bin width by an additional 2 TRs did not significantly alter the main findings.
To compare the different conditions, we computed linear correlation coefficients (R values) between the voxel vectors for the different conditions for each subject, resulting in a single correlation coefficient per subject, per ROI, and per condition comparison. To look for effects of target and stimulus, we hypothesized that the ensemble pattern would be more correlated between same-target/different stimulus conditions than between different-target/same stimulus conditions in brain regions encoding the odor search target. Note that all same-target conditions coincided with different-stimulus conditions, and all same-stimulus conditions coincided with different-target conditions. In this way, we were able to look for both target and stimulus effects in a single comparison in the pre-and poststimulus bins.
In a multivariate analysis to establish evidence for stimulus-specific predictive templates (Figure 5 ), prestimulus target patterns were compared to poststimulus odor patterns in PPC. Because a prestimulus pattern could theoretically be compared to a post-stimulus pattern from the same trial, consequently introducing analysis confounds, we made sure that pre-and poststimulus comparisons were always drawn from independent trials. For example, if a prestimulus target ''A'' pattern was derived from the AjA condition, then the poststimulus odor ''A'' pattern for comparison would have been derived from the AjB condition (and never from the AjA condition).
Regions of interest included APC, PPC, OFC, and MDT. Because results did not differ between the left and right ROI for each region (p's > 0.2), results are reported collapsed across sides. For each ROI, the data were entered into three-way repeated-measure ANOVAs with ''target run'' (odor A or odor B), ''pattern type'' (target-related or stimulus-related), and ''time'' (pre-or poststimulus bin) as factors. Use of a repeated-measures ANOVA, which is based on within-subject variance across conditions, effectively eliminated potential confounds that might arise from between-subject variance.
A separate univariate fMRI analysis was also conducted in an effort to identify brain areas involved in prediction error coding. To this end, we computed the mean time-series for each ROI by averaging across all voxels and trials per condition, separately for each subject. The maximum value over a window from 3 to 6 TRs post-sniff was then computed for each subject for each ROI for each condition, and comparison between expected and unexpected conditions was achieved through paired t tests.
Statistical significance criterion for all comparisons was set at p < 0.05, with either paired t tests (comparison of two conditions) or repeated-measures ANOVA (comparison of three or more conditions), as appropriate.
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